




Pollution Taxes and “Efficient Incentives”
Demand and Supply Side Inducements

Higher costs and prices: a universal incentive to
– Conserve and Substitute in the Short Run
– Innovate over the Longer Term: a Technology Driver

Why a US Bias toward “Command and Control” Regulation?
e.g. Fuel Efficiency Standards, Smokestack Scrubbers

*Perverse Incentives*

Economists don’t design the laws
Appearance of being tough on polluters
Monitoring and measurement problems (e.g. non-point sources)



Market-like Policy Options
Why Not Emissions Trading (“Cap-and-Trade”)?

• The Case for an Emissions Trading System (ETS)
– “Cap” can give close control over total emissions
– Efficiency incentive: permit buyers and sellers minimize costs
– Where it has worked well: Power plant SOx under Clean Air Act

• The Case against ETS
– Bureaucratic & administrative complexity 

• especially with many and diverse emitters
– Polluters’ incentive to game the system (e.g. EU’s ETS)

– Typical design doesn’t generate government revenue
• The Key to Carbon Fee and Dividend



Climate Change and Carbon Pricing:
Topics for Discussion

• Taxing carbon at its source – relative simplicity
– Pass through to goods with “embedded carbon”

• Carbon pricing -- necessary but not sufficient
– Climate Crisis too severe for any simple, single solution
– Public goods: e.g. R&D, transportation infrastructure 

• Three key features of most proposals
– Limit Disruption by Starting Low and Rising Quickly
– Dividend Payments to Households
– Border Adjustments (i.e. countervailing tariffs)



Can Carbon Pricing Advocates Be Wrong?

Note: ~ 60 Jurisdictions worldwide now have some form of C pricing
– e.g. Canada, E.U., China, Australia, Norway, Mexico, California

• Over 3000 economists of all political stripes
– 27 Nobel Prize winners

• 4 Former Fed Chairs

• Business Interest Groups
– US Chamber of Commerce
– American Petroleum Institute
– Business Roundtable
– Blackrock, Goldman Sachs etc.



Carbon Fee and Dividend: The 3 Basic Tenets
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Carbon Pricing Emissions Reductions

Source: Energy Policy Simulator; Energy Innovation Policy and Technology LLC



Emission Reductions from Carbon Pricing and other Current Policies



Source: Resources for the Future Carbon Pricing Calculator



How to make this Equitable: 3 Strategies for Carbon Fee Reimbursements



Economic Impacts of Carbon Dividends



British Columbia implemented a revenue-neutral carbon fee and dividend 
system in 2008, and so far it’s worked for both the economy and the environment. By 
2014, as the tax went from $10 to $30 per ton, their economy grew about 12 percent 
— higher than the national average — while carbon emissions per person went down 
almost 10 percent, twice as fast as the nation as a whole. 

Since it went into effect, the carbon tax has generally had strong public 
support. The BC government has announced it will start going up an additional $5 
per ton of CO2 each year until 2050 emissions targets are met, while the remaining 
provinces follow in early 2019 under a national Canadian carbon pricing program. 





The US is one of only 
2 Developed 
Countries without 
Carbon Pricing
(and Australia is way ahead of us)



Consider contacting your Senators through cclusa.org/senate
…. and Thank you!

“...we now have a climate bill 
that serves the people by 
cutting carbon emissions and 
putting money in people's 
pockets. ... This bill gives us the 
chance to fight [climate change] 
seriously and on a big scale. I 
encourage everyone to support 
the bipartisan Energy 
Innovation and Carbon 
Dividend Act.” – James Hansen





https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.233.9/6ea.d28.myftpupload.com/media/EconomistsStatement.pdf


Comparison of Year 1 household costs from carbon fee with Year 1 carbon dividends. Direct energy is gasoline, electricity, and home heating. Indirect energy is 
embodied energy in all other purchases. Financial asset costs accrue from carbon costs incurred by businesses and passed back to owners. Carbon dividends are net 
after personal income tax.

https://11bup83sxdss1xze1i3lpol4-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/06/SimplifExpendChart01-1_600X380.png




Pricing Carbon Cuts Life-Threatening Air Pollution



100 Years of Carbon Dioxide Emissions Climate Change Deaths Average 150,000 per Year 

“There is an urgent need to develop policies so that, in the next few years, the emission of carbon dioxide and other highly 
polluting gases can be drastically reduced, for example, substituting for fossil fuels and developing sources of renewable 
energy… Living our vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of virtue; it is not an optional or a 
secondary aspect of our Christian experience.” – Pope Francis, Laudato Si, 2015
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